
LORD OF THE FLIES ESSAY COMPARING JACK AND RALPH

Free Essay: Contrasting Ralph and Jack in Lord of the Flies Ralph and Jack are &nbsp; These two main characters can
be compared by the actions they take.

He has very bad eyesight and wears thick rimmed spectacles. When comparing the characters in the Lord of
The Flies, you can see the obvious change in most of them from the beginning of the book to the end. Finally,
their styles of a totalitarian dictator versus a democratic leadership are very different. The absence of adults
seems to promise freedom causing them to realise that they are now responsible for themselves and each other.
I know what we need. Some of these qualities include sensibility, responsibility, and maturity. I cannot endure
it - let me be punished some other way! Jack's contempt for Piggy shows his inability to understand people,
while a good leader would take care of all of his followers. Ralph and Jack both have different qualities and
beliefs that define each of them completely and at times make them both alike in many ways. In the end it
turns out that the boys would prefer to be led by Jack. Ralph believes in survival skills while Jack believes in
hunting. The boys needed a leader that is mature, responsible, and sensible but they also needed a leader that is
all work and no play. The strongest people however, become the greater influences, which the others decide to
follow. Have pity. His savage instinct is starting to become apparent; he is described as having madness in his
eyes. Ralph is able to stay focused on one long-term task while Jack fulfils the day-to-day requirements of the
boys. He believes that by having rules that it creates some sort of authority and civilization on the island. The
fire â€” along with the chance of being rescued â€” becomes extinguished as a ship passes by the island. Ralph
and Jack begin the novel with similar beliefs, both wanting to implement rules. About one quarter way into the
novel, Ralph becomes fed up as he finds only himself and one other boy building a shelter for the entire group.
Golding's Lord of the Flies is highly demonstrative of Golding's opinion that society is a thin and fragile veil
that when.


